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June 8, 2022
Yupiit School District
HVAC AND DDC UPGRADES FOR AKIAK, AKIACHAK, AND TULUKSAK
NUMBER 22-002
AMENDMENT 1
Bidder's Questions Responses

# Question Response

1 Do all terminal unit control valves need to be replaced? Yes, please replace all hydronic control valves. The hydronic control valves we
documented are on M1.2 for each school.

2 Are covers required for any thermostats? If so, please indicate which. High Traffic Areas and classrooms require a cover to restrict access to keyed
users. Areas such as the gymnasium will require covers to protect against objects
such as flying basketballs.

3 To what extent do existing control sensors and devices need to be replaced? Demolish all existing controls sensors and devices and provide new.

4 To what extent does control sensor and device wiring, both power and signal,
need to be replaced?

Replace all sensor and device control wiring. Power wiring may be reused,
however, assume 20% of devices will need new power wiring pulled, and
perform that work without a change order.

5 Are all the systems shown on the Control & instrumentation Schematic sheets
currently connected to the existing DDC system for each school?

No.

6 Are the existing DDC system O&M's available? Negative. The exhibit drawings provided are the documentation we have found.

7 Can the Daily Job Diary be a digital diary if access is given to the Project
manager?

Yes, it must be updated daily and access given to YSD.

8 Can the Superintendent perform other duties while fulfilling the role of
Superintendent? For example, can an Electrician perform electrical install duties
and act as the Superintendent?

The Superintendent can perform other administrative duties, such as Safety and
QC, but not items typically under the responsibility of other trades.
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9 Can more than one Superintendent be used for rotation of personnel? If rotation of personnel is to be used, then changeout notes must be part of the
process, which must be submitted in the Daily Job Diary. No more than two
persons can be rotated through the Superintendent role.

10 For DDC systems, end devices such as valve/damper actuators, and sensors can
often be used interchangeably by different DDC manufacturers. In general, for
the following statement made in the mechanical drawings notes, "Demolish DDC
system for..." Is the intent to remove all end devices and replace with new for
the equipment referenced or reuse end devices?

The intent is to provide new end devices.

11 For the typical VAV control drawing for each school it shows that there is a
locking hand quadrant and not a variable actuator. Please clarify if these are
constant air volume(CAV) and are to remain so or if they are required to be
converted to Variable Air Volume(VAV) control as labeled.

In the exhibit drawings provided, the air terminal devices in question are labeled
as VAV boxes even though they are constant air volume. We reused the
nomenclature from the exhibit drawings to maintain continuity from the original
construction set even though the system performs as a constant volume system.

12 On the Mechanical sheets for Akiachak school it states to, "Demolish and discard
control valves and provide new" for the main equipment in rooms M201,202, &
203. Per the imbedded pictures the valves appear to be in good condition.
Additionally, this is the only school with this scope item. Please clarify that the
intent is to have only the valves replaced at Akiachak and not the other schools.

All control valves across all three schools are intended to be demolished and
discarded and provided with new.

13 With regards to Temporary Construction Facilities, the bulk of the work to be
executed is controls upgrades. Even if all the end devices are replaced the total
space required would be minimal. While school is out, will it be possible to store
equipment such as VFD's and motors and end devices in the mechanical rooms
in which they will be installed?

The contractor must be responsible for their equipment until the end of the
project. It is not permitted to store equipment in the rooms in which they are to
be installed.

14 With regards to Temporary Construction Facilities, considering the school may
be utilized for lodging by contractor personnel could a space within the school
be used as the field office?

Lodging will be provided for contractor personnel. Field office may not be set up
in the school. A teacher housing unit will be provided for the field office but
needs to be vacated by mid-August for the startup of school. If the contractor
provides Temporary Construction Facilities for their office, the office may be tied
into school power.
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